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Abstract
Given a class M of mappings f between continua, near-M stands for the class of uniform limits of
sequences of mappings from M. Let 2f and C(f )mean the induced mappings between hyperspaces.
Relations are studied between the conditions: f ∈ near-M, 2f ∈ near-M and C(f ) ∈ near-M. A
special attention is paid to the classes M of open and of monotone mappings. Ó 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For a metric continuum X we denote by 2X and C(X) the hyperspaces of all nonempty
closed and of all nonempty closed connected subsets of X, respectively. Given a mapping
f :X→ Y between continua X and Y , we let 2f : 2X→ 2Y and C(f ) :C(X)→ C(Y )
to denote the corresponding induced mappings. Let M be a class of mappings between
continua. A general problem which is related to a given mapping and to the two induced
mappings is to find all interrelations between the following three statements:
(1.1) f ∈M;
(1.2) C(f ) ∈M;
(1.3) 2f ∈M.
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There are some papers in which particular results concerning this problem are shown for
various classes M of mappings like open, monotone, confluent and some others, see [3,4,6,
9,11–13,17,22]. In the present paper we discuss the problem concerning possible relations
between conditions (1.1)–(1.3) from one side, and the corresponding conditions in which
an admissible class near-M, defined as the class of uniform limits of mappings belonging
to M, from the other.
After Preliminaries, some properties of spaces of inductive mappings are studied in
Section 3. In particular, an isometry is established between induced mapping spaces in
Theorem 3.6. This result is utilized to obtain in the next section a series of theorems
concerning behavior of the mapping f and the induced mappings 2f and C(f ) if the class
of uniform limits of mappings belonging to M is under consideration (Theorems 4.1–4.4).
These general results are applied in Section 5 mainly to near-open mappings, and also to
some other classes of mappings as near-monotone and near-OM. Finally some directions
of a further study are indicated at the end of the paper.
2. Preliminaries
All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be metric. A mapping means a
continuous function. We denote by N the set of all positive integers, and by R the space of
real numbers.
A continuum means a compact connected space. Given a continuum X with a metric d ,
we let 2X to denote the hyperspace of all nonempty closed subsets of X equipped with the
Hausdorff metric H defined by
H(A,B)=max{sup{d(a,B): a ∈A}, sup{d(b,A): b ∈B}} (2.1)
(equivalently: with the Vietoris topology: see, e.g., [22, (0.1), p. 1 and (0.12), p. 10].
Further, we denote by C(X) the hyperspace of all subcontinua of X, i.e., of all connected
elements of 2X . The reader is referred to Kuratowski’s monograph [14] and (mainly) to
Nadler’s book [22] for needed information on the structure of hyperspaces. In particular,
the following fact is well known (see [22, Theorem 1.13, p. 65]).
Fact 2.1. For each continuum X the hyperspace C(X) is a subcontinuum of the
hyperspace 2X .
We denote by F1(X) the hyperspace of singletons. The following proposition is a
consequence of definitions.
Proposition 2.2. For each continuum X the space F1(X) of singletons is homeomorphic
(even isometric) toX, and thus it is a subcontinuum of the hyperspaceC(X). Consequently,
X ' F1(X)⊂ C(X)⊂ 2X. (2.2)
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Recall that a mapping between spaces is said to be monotone provided that it has
connected point-inverses, and it is called open if it maps open subsets of the domain to
open subsets of the range.
Given a mapping f :X→ Y between continua X and Y , we consider mappings (called
the induced ones)
2f : 2X→ 2Y and C(f ) :C(X)→ C(Y )
defined by
2f (A)= f (A) for every A ∈ 2X and
C(f )(A)= f (A) for every A ∈ C(X).
Thus, by Fact 2.1, the following is obvious.
Fact 2.3. For all continuaX and Y and for each mapping f :X→ Y we have 2f |C(X)=
C(f ).
LetX and Y be continua. A mapping between hyperspaces, g : 2X→ 2Y (or g :C(X)→
C(Y )), is said to be inducible provided that there exists a mapping f :X → Y such
that g = 2f (or g = C(f ), respectively). This concept will be exploited in Section 4
(Theorems 4.2–4.4). The following characterization of inducible mappings is proved in
[5, Theorem 2.2, p. 7]. It is not needed in the present paper, so it is quoted here only for the
reader’s information.
Theorem 2.4. Let continuaX and Y be given. A mapping between hyperspaces, g : 2X→
2Y (or g :C(X)→C(Y )), is inducible if and only if each of the following three conditions
is satisfied:
(2.1) g(F1(X))⊂ F1(Y );
(2.2) A ⊂ B implies g(A) ⊂ g(B) for every A,B ∈ 2X (for every A,B ∈ C(X),
respectively);
(2.3) g is minimal with respect to condition (2.2), i.e., if a mapping g0 : 2X→ 2Y (or
g0 :C(X)→ C(Y )) satisfies (2.2), and g0(A)⊂ g(A) for each A ∈ 2X (for each
A ∈ C(X)), then g = g0.
3. Induced mapping spaces
Given two continuaX and Y , let us denote by YX the space of all mappings fromX into
Y equipped with the well-known supremum metric ρ, that is, if dY stands for the metric in
Y , then
ρ(f,g)= sup{dY (f (x), g(x)): x ∈X} for all f,g ∈ YX. (3.1)
Further, we denote by I (X,Y ) the space of all induced mappings between the
hyperspaces 2X and 2Y , i.e.,
I (X,Y )= {2f : 2X→ 2Y : f ∈ YX}⊂ (2Y )2X,
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C(f ) :C(X)→ C(Y ): f ∈ YX}⊂ C(Y )C(X).
Note that IC(X,Y ) = I (X,Y ) ∩ C(Y )C(X). Finally, we denote by χ the supremum
metric in the spaces I (X,Y ) and IC(X,Y ), i.e., if H stands for the Hausdorff metric in
2Y (or in C(Y ), respectively), then for every f,g ∈ YX we put





)= sup{H (C(f )(A),C(g)(A)): A ∈C(X)}. (3.3)
To show that the function space YX is isometric to each of the two induced function
spaces I (X,Y ) and IC(X,Y ) we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let continua X and Y be given. Then, for every two mappings f,g ∈ YX we
have ρ(f,g)= χ(2f ,2g).
Proof. One inequality runs as follows.
ρ(f,g)= sup{dY (f (x), g(x)): x ∈X}







: A ∈ 2X}= χ(2f ,2g).
To show the other one note that, by compactness of the considered spaces, the mapping
H : 2X × 2X→ R attains its supremum mentioned in the definition (3.2) of χ (see [14,
§41, VI, Theorem 4, p. 23]), and thus there is a set A0 ∈ 2X such that
χ(2f ,2g)=H (2f (A0),2g(A0))=H (f (A0), g(A0)).


























)= sup{dY (y,g(A0)): y ∈ f (A0)}
in the opposite case. In any case compactness of either g(A0) or f (A0) implies that
suprema that appear in the right hands of the above equalities are attained. Focus our
attention on the first case. Then there is a point y0 ∈ g(A0) such that sup{dY (y,f (A0)): y ∈
g(A0)} = dY (y0, f (A0)). Take a point x0 ∈A0 such that y0 = g(x0). Then we have
χ(2f ,2g)=H (f (A0), g(A0))= dY (g(x0), f (A0))















: x ∈X}= ρ(f,g).
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Since the argument for the second case is exactly the same, we have the inequality
χ(2f ,2g)6 ρ(f,g) in both cases, and therefore the proof is finished. 2
If we repeat the proof of the previous lemma for χ(C(f ),C(g)) in place of χ(2f ,2g),
using (3.3) instead of (3.2), or if we simply observe that the space IC(X,Y ) is a subspace
of I (X,Y ) with the same metric χ , we get the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Let continua X and Y be given. Then, for every two mappings f,g ∈ YX
we have ρ(f,g)= χ(C(f ),C(g)).
Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 lead to the following result.
Theorem 3.3. For every two continua X and Y the function spaces YX, I (X,Y ) and
IC(X,Y ) are isometric.
4. Nearness of mappings
A class M of mappings between continua is said to be admissible provided that it
contains all homeomorphisms, and the composition of every two mappings belonging to M
is in M. Let a class M of mappings between continua be admissible. A mapping f :X→ Y
is said to be near-M if f is the uniform limit of a sequence of mappings from M. More
precisely, f ∈ near-M provided that there exists a sequence of mappings fn :X→ Y in
M such that f = limfn, where the limit is taken with respect to the supremum metric. It
should be stressed that, in the above definition, the terms fn of the sequence of mappings
are defined on the same domain space X and have the same range space Y as the limit
mapping f .
We intend to discuss interrelations between the conditions
(4.1) f ∈ near-M;
(4.2) C(f ) ∈ near-M;
(4.3) 2f ∈ near-M
for some particular admissible classes M of mappings for which some corresponding
relations between conditions (1.1)–(1.3) (see Introduction) are assumed. We start with
certain general results.
Theorem 4.1. Let an admissible class M of mappings between continua be given such
that
(4.4) the condition f ∈M implies the condition 2f ∈M (or the condition C(f ) ∈M).
Then
(4.5) the condition f ∈ near-M implies the condition 2f ∈ near-M (or the condition
C(f ) ∈ near-M, respectively).
Proof. The condition f ∈ near-M means that there is a sequence of mappings fn ∈
YX such that fn ∈ M and f = limfn. Hence we have 2fn ∈ M (or C(fn) ∈ M,
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correspondingly) by assumption (4.4). Further, it follows from Theorem 3.3 that the
conditions f = limfn and 2fn ∈M (or C(fn) ∈M, correspondingly) imply 2f = lim 2fn
(or C(f )= limC(fn), respectively). The argument is then complete. 2
Theorem 4.1 says that if f ∈ near-M, then the induced mappings are in near-M too,
provided that the corresponding implication holds for the class M. We will see in the next
section that for most admissible classes M (as homeomorphisms, monotone, open, or some
other mappings) the converse is not true, i.e., the condition that the induced mapping is
in near-M does not imply that f is in near-M even if 2f ∈M (or C(f ) ∈M) implies
f ∈ M. Similar assertion concerns the two implications between induced mappings.
Appropriate examples will be constructed (or respective questions will be asked) in the next
section. However the mentioned implications do hold under some additional assumptions.
To obtain the conclusions for all other the conditions f ∈ near-M, 2f ∈ near-M and
C(f ) ∈ near-M (except the two ones already proved in Theorem 4.1) we will need stronger
conditions about convergence. Namely it is not enough to assume that the mapping under
consideration is in near-M, i.e., that it is the limit of an arbitrary sequence of mappings
from M, but it should be additionally postulated that the terms of the sequence are
inducible mappings. As the reader will see, these assumptions are indispensable for the
considered classes M of mappings. Appropriate theorems are presented below.
Theorem 4.2. Let an admissible class M of mappings between continua be given such
that
(4.6) the condition 2f ∈M (or the condition C(f ) ∈M) implies the condition f ∈M;
(4.7) for each induced mapping 2f : 2X → 2Y (or C(f ) :C(X)→ C(Y )) which is
in near-M there exists a sequence of inducible mappings gn : 2X → 2Y (or
gn :C(X)→ C(Y )) such that
(a) 2f = limgn (or C(f )= limgn), and
(b) gn ∈M for each n ∈N.
Then
(4.8) the condition 2f ∈ near-M (or the condition C(f ) ∈ near-M, respectively)
implies the condition f ∈ near-M.
Proof. Since the proof for the both versions is the same, we present it for the induced
mapping 2f only. Assume that 2f ∈ near-M. Applying (4.7) and the definition of inducible
mappings we see that there is a sequence of mappings fn :X→ Y such that gn = 2fn
for each n ∈ N. Now we have 2fn ∈M by (b) of (4.7), whence it follows by (4.6) that
fn ∈M. Finally (a) of (4.7) leads to the condition 2f = lim 2fn which implies f = limfn
by Theorem 3.3, and so (4.8) is shown. The proof is then complete. 2
As a consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we get the following two results.
Theorem 4.3. Let an admissible class M of mappings between continua be given such
that
(4.9) the condition 2f ∈M implies the condition f ∈M;
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(4.10) the condition f ∈M implies the condition C(f ) ∈M;
(4.11) for each induced mapping 2f : 2X → 2Y which is in near-M there exists a
sequence of inducible mappings gn : 2X→ 2Y such that
(a) 2f = limgn, and
(b) gn ∈M for each n ∈N.
Then
(4.12) the condition 2f ∈ near-M implies the condition C(f ) ∈ near-M.
Theorem 4.4. Let an admissible class M of mappings between continua be given such
that
(4.13) the condition C(f ) ∈M implies the condition f ∈M;
(4.14) the condition f ∈M implies the condition 2f ∈M;
(4.15) for each induced mapping C(f ) :C(X)→ C(Y ) which is in near-M there exists
a sequence of inducible mappings gn :C(X)→ C(Y ) such that
(a) C(f )= limgn, and
(b) gn ∈M for each n ∈N.
Then
(4.16) the condition C(f ) ∈ near-M implies the condition 2f ∈ near-M.
5. Applications
As applications of general results of Section 4 it is interesting to consider some special
classes M of mappings. Surely the most important one is the class of homeomorphisms.
This class has been studied by the second named author in [7], where several interesting
results are obtained concerning not only homeomorphisms, but also monotone mappings.
Below we present some results related to the class of open mappings.
The following results concerning induced mappings for the class M of open mappings
are known (see [12, Theorem 4.3, p. 243]).
Statement 5.1. Let a surjective mapping f :X→ Y between continua X and Y be given.
Consider the following conditions:
(5.1) f :X→ Y is open;
(5.2) C(f ) :C(X)→ C(Y ) is open;
(5.3) 2f : 2X→ 2Y is open.
Then (5.1) and (5.3) are equivalent, and each of them is implied by (5.2).
Remark 5.2. Examples are known (see [9, Example 3.2, p. 4]) of open surjective
mappings f :X→ Y between continua X and Y (even locally connected ones) such that
the induced mappings C(f ) :C(X)→ C(Y ) are not open. Namely in [12, Section 4,
Example, p. 244] it is shown that if Y = [0,1] × [0,1] ⊂ R2 and X = Y ∪ s(Y ) where
s is the central symmetry of the plane R2, i.e., s(x, y) = (−x,−y), then the mapping
f :X→ Y defined as the identity on Y and as s on s(Y ) is an open retraction for which
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C(f ) is not open. Below an example is constructed, viz. Example 5.5, with a stronger
property, that C(f ) is not near-open.
It is a consequence of Statement 5.1 that implication (4.4) (in its part concerning
2f ) holds true if M denotes the class of open mappings between continua. Therefore
Theorems 3.3 and 4.1 imply the following result.
Theorem 5.3. If a surjective mapping f :X→ Y between continuaX and Y is near-open,
then the induced mapping 2f : 2X→ 2Y is near-open, too.
However no similar result is true if the other induced mapping, viz. C(f ), is under
consideration. To see an appropriate example some definitions and known results should
be recollected.
A continuumX is called locally connected at a point p ∈X provided that given an open
subsetU ofX such that p ∈ U , there is a continuum V such that p ∈ intV ⊂ V ⊂U . Some
authors use the name “connectedness im kleinen” for local connectedness defined above
(see, e.g., [22, (1.88), (1.89), pp. 132, 133]). Globally the two concept coincide [22, (1.91),
Remark, p. 133]. We shall use the following theorem due to J.T. Goodykoontz Jr (see [22,
Theorem 1.143, p. 156]).
Theorem 5.4. Let a continuumX and its subcontinuumM be given. The hyperspaceC(X)
is not locally connected at M ∈ C(X) if and only if there are an open subset U of X and
a sequence {Mn: n ∈N} of subcontinua of U such that M = LimMn and, for each n ∈N,
the continuaMn and M are in different components of U .
Recall that a dendroid means an arcwise connected and hereditarily unicoherent
continuum (see, e.g., [20, p. 7]). The next concept is related to some special continua in
hyperspaces. By an order arc in 2X we mean an arc Φ in 2X such that if A,B ∈ Φ , then
either A⊂ B or B ⊂A. It is known (see [22, Lemma 1.11, p. 64]) that if an order arc Φ in
2X begins with A ∈ C(X), then Φ ⊂ C(X).
Now we are ready to show the mentioned example. To make its proof more clear we
have decided to present a detailed sketch of proof rather, hoping that the reader will be
able to supply it with rigorous argument if necessary.
Example 5.5. There are plane dendroids X and Y and an open retraction f :X→ Y such
that the induced mapping C(f ) :C(X)→C(Y ) is not near-open.
Sketch of proof. Given two points p and q in the plane we denote by pq the straight
line segment with end points p and q . In the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) in the plane
R2 put c = (0,0), a = (1,0), b = (0,1) and, for each n ∈ N, let cn = (1/n,1/n) and
an = (1,1/n). Then the continuumD given by
D = ca ∪ cb ∪
⋃
{bcn ∪ cnan: n ∈N}
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is a dendroid. Let s :R2→R2 be the central symmetry, i.e., s(x, y)= (−x,−y). Put
X =D ∪ s(D), Y =D,
and note that a mapping f :X→ Y defined by
f (p)=
{
p if p ∈D,
s(p) if p ∈ s(D)
is an open retraction. Note that C(f ) is a retraction, too, and thus it is a surjective mapping.
We will show that C(f ) is not near-open.
Suppose on the contrary that there is a sequence of open mappings Fn :C(X)→ C(Y )
such that C(f ) = limFn. Let L = {0} × [0,1/2] ∪ [0,1/2] × {0} ⊂ D ⊂ Y . Note by
Theorem 5.4 that L is a point of non-local connectedness in C(D). Since the preimage
of a point of non-local connectedness contains a point of non-local connectedness for any
surjective mapping between compact spaces (see [8, (3), p. 28]), we infer that there is
L′ ∈ C(X) such that C(f )(L′) = L and that L′ is a point of non-local connectedness of
C(X). Therefore, again by Theorem 5.4, either L′ ⊂ ca ∪ cb or L′ ⊂ s(ca ∪ cb). Since
Fn(L
′) is close to L for sufficiently great n, hence c ∈ L′. By symmetry we can assume
thatL′ ⊂ ca∪cb⊂D ⊂X. Choose sufficiently small ε > 0, and letΦ be an order arc from
L′ to L′′ = L′ ∪ ({0} × [−ε,0]) in C(X). Note that L′′ is a point of local connectedness
of C(X). Since the image under an open mapping of a point of local connectedness of the
domain is a point of local connectedness of the range space, we conclude that Fn(L′′) is a
point of local connectedness of C(D) = C(Y ). Therefore Fn(Φ) is a small continuum in
C(Y ) containing Fn(L′)—a point of non-local connectedness of C(Y ) (whence it follows
that Fn(Φ) is contained in ca ∪ cb) and Fn(L′′)—a point of local connectedness of C(Y ).
No such small continuum exists. This contradiction finishes the proof. 2
Behavior of points of non-local connectedness of domain and of the range space under
(open) mappings was the main tool used to prove that C(f ) is not near-open. But we need
not use non-local connectedness to show thatC(f ) is not open (see the Hosokawa example
in Remark 5.2 above). Thus the following question is natural.
Question 5.6. Do there exist locally connected (a) continua (b) curves X and Y and an
open mapping f :X→ Y such that C(f ) is not near-open?
More generally,
Question 5.7. Under what conditions (concerning the domain and/or the range space)
(a) openness (b) near-openness of a mapping f :X→ Y between continuaX and Y implies
near-openness of the induced mapping C(f ) :C(X)→ C(Y )?
Now we intend to discuss implications (4.8) for the class M of open mappings, i.e.,
implications from near-openness of the induced mappings between hyperspaces to near-
openness of the mapping between continua. Observe that Statement 5.1 assures that
assumption (4.6) of Theorem 4.2 is satisfied if M denotes the class of open mappings. We
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will show by appropriate examples that assumption (4.7) of this theorem is indispensable
for open mappings in both versions of the theorem (i.e., for 2f and for C(f ) as well). To
present the examples we have to recall some definitions and a result. A dendrite means
a locally connected continuum containing no simple closed curve. In other words, it is
a locally connected dendroid. A Gehman dendrite is defined as a dendrite G having the
Cantor ternary set in [0,1] as the set E(G) of its end points, such that all ramification
points of G (the set of which is denoted by R(G)) are of order 3 and are situated in G in
such a way that E(G)= clR(G) \R(G) (see, e.g., [23, Fig. 1, p. 203] for a picture).
An arc ab in a space X is said to be free provided that ab \ {a, b} is an open subset of
X. The following theorem is known (see [7, Theorem 3]).
Theorem 5.8. Let continua X and Y be locally connected (be locally connected without
free arcs), and let a mapping f :X→ Y be monotone. Then the induced mapping 2f (the
induced mapping C(f )) is a near-homeomorphism between 2X and 2Y (between C(X)
and C(Y ), respectively), which are homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube.
To prove properties of the next example we have to recall one more definition. Let
the plane R2 be equipped with a rectangular system of coordinates Oxy . Then by a
homothety of the plane with center (x0, y0) and ratio k ∈ R \ {0} we mean a function
h :R2→ R2 which assigns to any point (x, y) ∈R2 a point h((x, y))= (x ′, y ′) ∈R2 such
that x ′ − x0 = k(x − x0) and y ′ − y0 = k(y − y0).
Example 5.9. There exists a monotone mapping f :G→ G of the Gehman dendrite G
onto itself such that 2f is a near-homeomorphism (so it is near-open) while f is not near-
open.
Proof. We assume that the Gehman dendrite G is situated in the plane R2 in the standard
way (see, e.g., [23, Fig. 1, p. 203] for a picture). The mapping f is due to K. Omiljanowski
and is defined in [2, Example 5.3, p. 177]. To show its properties formulated above we have
to recall its description.
Let e0 and e1 denote two end points ofG being of the maximal distance apart, i.e., these
end point of G correspond to points 0 and 1 of the Cantor set when it is embedded into
[0,1] in the natural way. Let r be a ramification point of G lying in the left half of G and
having the maximal distance from e0 (thus r = a(0) according to notation used in Fig. 1
of [23, p. 203]). Let K be the component of G \ {r} containing the end point e1, and let D
be the closure of the union of two other components ofG \ {r}. Note that D is a copy ofG
diminished thrice with respect to the size ofG. Thus there is a homothety h :R2→R2 with
center e0 and ratio 3, which maps homeomorphicallyD ontoG. Therefore, if g :G→D is
a monotone retraction of G onto D which shrinks K to the singleton {r} and which is the
identity onD, then the composition f = (h|D)◦g :G→G is a monotone mapping. Since
the image under an open mapping of an end point of a domain continuum is necessarily an
end point of the range (see [24, Corollary 7.31, p. 147]), there is no open mapping of G
onto itself that map the end point e1 into a small neighborhood of the point h(r) (the top
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of G). Thus f is not near-open. The induced mapping 2f is a near-homeomorphism by
Theorem 5.8. The proof is finished. 2
Remarks 5.10. As the reader certainly has observed, we did not join the condition “C(f )
is a near-homeomorphism” as a conclusion of Example 5.9. This is because we employed
Theorem 5.8 to show that 2f is a near-homeomorphism. But the same conclusion for C(f )
holds under an additional assumption that the continua X and Y do not contain the free
arcs, which does not hold for the Gehman dendrite. So Theorem 5.8 in its part concerning
C(f ) cannot be used here, and the authors do not know any other argument to be applied.
This leads to the following questions.
Question 5.11. Let f :G→ G be the mapping of the Gehman dendrite G described in
Example 5.9.
(a) Is it true that the induced mapping C(f ) is a near-homeomorphism?
(b) If not, does there exist a monotone and not near-open mapping f :X→ Y between
dendrites X and Y such that both induced mappings 2f and C(f ) are near-
homeomorphisms?
The next example is related to Question 5.11(b). However, the considered continua are
far from being dendrites.
Example 5.12. There are a plane locally connected continuum X and a monotone
mapping f :X → X such that the two induced mappings 2f and C(f ) are near-
homeomorphisms, while f is not near-open.
Proof. In the Cartesian coordinate system in the plane let D1 be the unit disk with the
center (0,0) and radius 1, and let D2,D3, . . . , be a sequence of disks such that, for each
n> 2, the disk Dn satisfies the following conditions:
(i) its center lies in the positive part of the x-axis,
(ii) its radius equals 1/2n−1, and
(iii) Dn ∩Dn−1 and Dn ∩Dn+1 are one-point sets.
Thus the union of all disksDn is connected. Putting {e} = LimDn (note that e= (3,0)) we
define X = {e} ∪ {Dn: n ∈N}. ThereforeX is a locally connected plane continuum having
the point e as its end point. The needed mapping f will be defined as the composition
of four auxiliary mappings. Denote by tn the only common point of Dn and Dn+1, and let
m :X→D1 be a monotone mapping which is the identity onD1 and which shrinksX \D1
to the point t1. Thus, in particular, m(e)= t1. Let, as in the previous examples, s denote
the central symmetry of the plane given by s(x, y)= (−x,−y). Taking s|D1 :D1→D1
we see that s(m(e)) = (−1,0). Next let h :R2→ R2 denote the homothety of the plane
with center (−1,0) and ratio 2. Then h(s(m(e))) = s(m(e)) and h(s(m(X))) = h(D1)
is a disk having the segment [−1,3] × {0} (i.e., the segment from s(m(e)) to e) as its
diameter. In particular, all points tn lie in this diameter. Finally define a monotone mapping
g :h(D1)→ X that shrinks in the disk h(D1) each vertical chord passing thru tn to the
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point tn and which is a homeomorphism on the rest, and put f = g ◦ h ◦ s ◦m. Therefore
f :X→ X is a monotone mapping. Since X is a locally connected continuum without
any free arcs, it follows from Theorem 5.8 that the two induced mappings 2f and C(f )
are near-homeomorphisms. To show that f is not near-open, recall that open mappings
between continua map end points of the domain to end points of the range (see [24,
Corollary 7.31, p. 147]), so there is no open mapping of X onto itself which maps the end
point e ofX into a point ofD1 \ {t1} that is an open neighborhood of f (e)= (−1,0) ∈D1.
The proof is thus complete. 2
Concerning Theorem 4.3 of Section 4 when M denotes the class of open mappings,
observe that condition (4.9) of Theorem 4.3 is satisfied by Statement 5.1, while (4.4) is not
true by examples mentioned in Remark 5.2. and Example 5.5. Thus Theorem 4.3 cannot
be used in a (possibly) proof of the implication (4.12). In connection with this we have the
following question.
Question 5.13.
(a) Does near-openness of 2f imply near-openness of C(f ) for each mapping f
between continua?
(b) If not, under what conditions concerning the structure of either the domain or the
range space (or both) the implication holds?
Considering the same for Theorem 4.4 with M being the class of open mappings we
see, again by Statement 5.1, that conditions (4.13) and (4.14) are fulfilled, and thus near-
openness of C(f ) imply near-openness of 2f provided (4.15) is satisfied. However, we do
not know if this condition is essential in the result. Thus we have one more question.
Question 5.14. Do there exist continuaX and Y and a mapping f :X→ Y such that C(f )
is near-open while 2f is not?
Trying to apply results of Section 4 to other classes of mappings, we consider now
the classes of monotone and of OM-mappings. We start with monotone ones recalling
the following results. It is known (see [24, Chapter 9, Corollary 3.11, p. 174]) that if the
continuum Y is locally connected, then any near-monotone mapping from a continuum
X onto Y is monotone (compare also [16, Theorem 1, p. 797], where a generalization
to compact Hausdorff spaces is presented). Thus, in particular, if continua X and Y are
locally connected, then each near-homeomorphism between X and Y is monotone. Local
connectedness is an indispensable assumption in this result because Whyburn has shown
in [26, Example, p. 465] that there is a near-homeomorphism of the harmonic fan (i.e., the
cone over the harmonic sequence {0} ∪ {1/n: n ∈N}) onto itself which is not monotone.
For proofs of the next quoted result see [10, Lemma 2.3, p. 2]; compare also [17,
Theorem 1.1, p. 121]; [22, (1.212.2), p. 204]; [9, Theorem 3.3, p. 4] and [12, Theorem 3.2,
p. 241].
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Statement 5.15. Let a surjective mapping f :X→ Y between continuaX and Y be given.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(5.4) f :X→ Y is monotone;
(5.5) C(f ) :C(X)→ C(Y ) is monotone;
(5.6) 2f : 2X→ 2Y is monotone.
A mapping f :X → Y between continua X and Y is said to be an OM-mapping
provided that there exist mappings g and h such that f = g ◦ h, where h :X→ h(X)
is monotone and g :h(X)→ Y is open. The class of OM-mappings was introduced in [18,
p. 97] and studied in [19, 3, pp. 104–105] (see also [20, Chapter 4, Part A, pp. 15–
16] for further information). OM-mappings coincide with quasi-interior ones introduced
in [25, p. 9]. A mapping f :X→ Y between continua X and Y is said to be quasi-interior
provided that for each point y ∈ Y and for each open set U ⊂X such that a component of
f−1(y) is contained in U , we have y ∈ intf (U).
The following two statements are known. For the proof of the former see [19, 3.1, p. 104
and 2.2, p. 102]. The latter one is proved in [12, Theorem 5.2, p. 244]. Let us recall that for
the induced mappings the equalities hold:
C(g ◦ h)= C(g) ◦C(h) and 2g◦h = 2g ◦ 2h.
Statement 5.16. Let a surjective mapping f :X→ Y between continuaX and Y be given.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(5.7) f is an OM-mapping;
(5.8) f is quasi-interior;
(5.9) f is representable as the composition f = g ◦ h of two mappings such that h is
monotone and g is light and open;
(5.10) for each point y ∈ Y and for each sequence of points yn ∈ Y the condition
limyn = y implies that Lsf−1(yn) meets each component of f−1(y).
Statement 5.17. Let a surjective mapping f :X→ Y between continuaX and Y be given.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(5.11) f :X→ Y is an OM-mapping;
(5.12) C(f ) :C(X)→C(Y ) is an OM-mapping;
(5.13) 2f : 2X→ 2Y is an OM-mapping.
It follows from Statements 5.15 and 5.17 that implication (4.4) hold true if M
denotes the class of either monotone or OM-mappings between continua. Therefore again
Theorems 3.3 and 4.1 imply the following results.
Theorem 5.18. If a surjective mapping f :X→ Y between continua X and Y is near-
monotone (near-OM), then the two induced mappings 2f : 2X→ 2Y and C(f ) :C(X)→
C(Y ) are near-monotone (near-OM) too.
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Similarly, for the classes M of monotone and of OM-mappings conditions (4.6) of
Theorem 4.2, conditions (4.9) and (4.10) of Theorem 4.3, and conditions (4.13) and (4.14)
of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied, and thereby the implications (4.8), (4.12) and (4.16) being the
conclusions of the corresponding theorems hold provided that the additional conditions
(4.7), (4.11) and (4.15) concerning the convergence of mappings are fulfilled. However,
we know neither if these additional conditions are satisfied for the considered classes of
mappings, nor (in case they are) if they are essential in the theorems in matter. Thus we
have the following questions.
Questions 5.19. Do there exist continua X and Y and a mapping f :X→ Y such that
(a) C(f ), (b) 2f is near-monotone (near-OM) while f is not?
Questions 5.20. Do there exist continua X and Y and a mapping f :X→ Y such that
C(f ) is near-monotone (near-OM) while 2f is not?
Questions 5.21. Do there exist continua X and Y and a mapping f :X→ Y such that 2f
is near-monotone (near-OM) while C(f ) is not?
6. Final remarks and problems
A mapping f :X→ Y between continua X and Y is said to be confluent provided that
for each subcontinuum Q of Y each component of the inverse-image f−1(Q) is mapped
onto Q under f (see, e.g., [22, (0.45.3), p. 21]). If M stands for the class of confluent
mappings, then the interrelations between conditions (1.1)–(1.3) are rather far from being
as simple as for the the classes considered in the previous section, viz. for monotone, for
OM-mappings, or even for open ones (compare Statements 5.15, 5.17 and 5.1). To see this
the reader is referred to [11, Example 5.1], [12, Section 6], and [13, Section 2, p. 774].
Under some additional assumptions (as, e.g., local connectedness of X and Y ) all of the
three conditions are equivalent. Interrelations between conditions (1.1)–(1.3) for continua
X and Y that satisfy some assumptions weaker than local connectedness, as the property
of Kelley (see, e.g., [22, (16.10), p. 538] for the definition) or another one, called the arc
approximation property, are studied by the second named author in [6]. So, investigation
of possible relations between near-confluence of a mapping f and near-confluence of the
induced mappings C(f ) and 2f , both in the general as well as in some particular cases
(i.e., under some extra assumptions concerning the domain and/or range spaces) are left
for a further study.
In connection with these remarks let us come back to the Whyburn’s example of a
near-homeomorphism on the harmonic fan that is not a monotone mapping (see [26,
Example, p. 465]), and recall that the near-homeomorphism considered in this example
is a confluent mapping because the harmonic fan has the property of Kelley, and each near-
homeomorphism onto a continuum having the property of Kelley is confluent (see [21,
Corollary 3.3, p. 571]; compare [22, (16.32), p. 556]), which is a consequence of a
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more general result of the completeness of the space of confluent mappings, see [21,
Theorem 2.10, p. 569]. Also the space of monotone mappings (more generally, of
mappings whose point-inverses are composed of at most n continua, for a fixed n ∈ N) is
topologically complete, that is, it is homeomorphic to a complete space, see [15, Corollary,
and Remarks, p. 285].
These results motivate further directions of studies of induced mappings between
hyperspaces. Namely the problem discussed in the present paper (and formulated in the
Introduction) can be considered as a part of a more general one, that can be settled as
follows. Let some admissible classes M1, M2 and M3 of mappings between continua be
given, for which relations between the three statements:
(6.1) f ∈M1,
(6.2) C(f ) ∈M2,
(6.3) 2f ∈M3,
are known. Find conditions (necessary and/or sufficient) concerning the spaces as well as
the considered classes of mappings, which imply appropriate interrelations between the
same three statements for the classes near-Mi , where i ∈ {1,2,3}. The case when the class
M1 is topologically complete is of a special interest.
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